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REPLY FROM THE RT HON MRS MARGARET THATCHER MP TO
CONSTITUENTS CONCERNING THE UNWRN CHILDREN (PRQTECTIAN)BILL

Thank you for your letter about the Unborn Children(Protection) Bill.

Enoch Powell presented this Bill which was given A SecondReading by the House of Commons on 15 February. The Billhas now completed its Commons Committee Stage and will comeup for its Report Stage in the next few weeks.

The main effect of the Bill would be to require doctors tOobtain authority from the Secretary of State for each womanbeing treated by in vitro fertilisation and to prevent researchusing human embryos. It would reject the recommendations ofthe Warnock Report that there should be an independentlicensing authority to control activities in this field andauthorise some carefully controlled research.

The Government have fully recognised for some time that recentdevelopments in the treatment of infertility have been thecause of deep concern to many people, and for this reason wecommissioned the Warnock Inquiry to investigatethe manyimportant and difficult issues involved. The strength offeeling was again underlined by the wide range of views whichwere forcefully expressed during the Second Reading Debateand in Committee, and by the letters we have been receiving.

Speaking in the Debate, Kenneth Clarke indicated that MPswere free to vote according to their conscience on this Billwhich deals with fundamental issues of principle, and thatthe Government are "neutral" to it, because of the considerationsindicated in the next paragraph.

The Government are currently considering the Warnock Reportand the many representations which we have received fromorganisations and members of the public. We have alreadyintroduced the Surrogacy Arrangements Bill which will prohibitin the UK the operation of commercial surrogacy agencies andadvertising of or for surrogacy services. We aim to introducelegislation on the other issues dealt with in the WarnockReport at a later date once we have completed our considerationof these issues. We will take careful account of all thesebefore we take any decisions on our future course of action,including framing any legislation.
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